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Harsh Chemical Environment 

In its day, Maple Lodge was the largest and most complete installation outside the United States. 
The works is a fully nitrifying diffused-air activated sludge plant with heated anaerobic sludge 
digestion. It was imperative that the design encompassed products that would withstand the harsh 
chemical environment, maintain its watertight integrity, and cope with a constant wet-dry cycle. 
 

The design incorporated the use of PUDLO as it is the world's first integral waterproofing additive 
for use with concrete. PUDLO has been in continuous use since Victorian times for waterproofing 
both steel reinforced, non-reinforced concrete, water-retaining and water-resisting structures. 

The waterproofing characteristics of PUDLO inhibit the major corrosion mechanisms in concrete 
and as a result increases structural durability and protects against water ingress and corrosion, even 
in high exposure class environments. The construction of Maple Lodge Sewage Treatment Works 
site was seen as a triumph of mechanisation with many innovative features. New technology meant 
a single 26 acre site replaced local disposal works with an aggregate footprint of 500 acres. To this 
day, apart from the updating of the plant and control systems, the treatment process initially 
employed at Maple Lodge Sewage Treatment Works remains essentially unchanged. Primary 
treatment was through four grit channels, each capable of passing 22MG/d. After the grit channels, 
sewage passed through storm weirs, a measuring flume and into the comminutors. The automatic 
control of grit channels and comminutors was seen as very advanced in its day, as flow increased 
additional channels or comminutors were brought into action, motorised pen stocks and the 
comminutors’ motors were governed by the sewage levels in the measuring flume. 
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Ongoing Sewerage Treatment 

Sedimentation took place in 900,00G tanks, sewage then entered one of eight 750,000G aeration 
lanes. Average aeration time was about 12 hours. Final settlement was undertaken in 12, 250,000G 
tanks. The photograph overleaf is an aerial shot of the operational plant taken in 1952. 

  

The above photographs show the original features of the 
plant in service in 2007 as a critical part of the ongoing 
sewerage treatment process since the plant’s construction 
began in 1938. Pictured here in 2007 are: 
• The Storm Weir 
• The Settlement Tanks 
• The Sedimentation Tanks 
• The Aeration Tanks 
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